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What worries retirees?  
Running out of money! 
“Outliving my savings and investments.” That’s the #1 worry 
about retirement among all U.S. workers.*

As an annuity producer, you’re positioned to help clients 
address this concern and pursue financial peace of mind.

You can help turn years of pre-retirement savings into years 
of post-retirement payouts. This guide helps you recognize 
opportunities to create retirement income security.    

Be a Retirement Income Genius

Retirement Income Target Markets
Prospects are generally older, may be single or married, near retirement or recently retired. Look for folks interested in:

 \ Gaining financial security 

 \ Not running out of money

 \ Reducing or deferring taxes

 \ Maintaining current lifestyle in retirement

 \ Simplifying their financial matters 

 \ Leaving a legacy for loved ones
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Activities & Transactions to Act on. . .  

 \ Leaving an employer  

 \ Selling a house or business

 \ Downsizing a home or lifestyle

 \ Researching retirement locations

 \ Talking about retirement travel

 \ Liquidating a CD, retirement account or investment

 \ Reviewing savings and taxable investment accounts

Key Client Cues to Kickstart a Retirement Income Conversation
Listen, ask questions and stay alert for certain terms and actions. They help identify prospects interested in income. 

45%
OF BABY BOOMERS 
FEAR RUNNING OUT 

OF INCOME IN
RETIREMENT*

Words & Phrases to Listen for. . .  

 \ Retirement

 \ Social Security 

 \ Longevity

 \ Volatility

 \ Inflation

 \ Inheritance

 \ IRA/401(k)/403(b)/Pension 

Words That Work
What you say and how you say it can make a difference in communicating income solutions to clients. For example. . .

“Visits” are friendly  
two-sided conversations. 

“Appointments” are formal  
and may seem painful  

(like medical appointments).

Use positive, client-centric, 
needs-based terms vs. 

product-oriented jargon.

Customers want help  
meeting their needs,  

not to be sold something.

Avoid rate discussions.  
Refer to rewards instead.  

Highlight the solution,  
not the vehicle or method.

Let’s visit to  
discuss retirement

Make an appointment  
to discuss retirement 

Talk about  
retirement security  

or retirement income 
protection

Talk about  
annuities or  

annuitization

We have retirement income  
solutions/strategies/ideas

What rewards do you  
seek in retirement?

We offer investments/
products/contracts

What rates are you  
seeking in retirement?

WORDS TO USE WORDS TO AVOID

Create interest by 
emphasizing  

payout benefits  

What if you could have  
lifetime income that won’t run 
out no matter what happens 

with rates or the market ... 
guaranteed?

Are you interested in  
annuity contract features?

*Transamerica Center for Retirement Studies, October 2022.
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Addressing Income Challenges

CHALLENGE: Relying on the 4% Rule can be Risky
Your client may consider the well-known 4% withdrawal rule as a strategy that they hope makes assets last through 
retirement. But things have changed. This old idea may not stack up against today’s risks. For example...

   Inflation Risk: Just 3% annual inflation over 25 years can increase a client’s retirement costs  
   to where they may need double their retirement income.1  Or even more.  
   Annuity Answer: Payouts can include a cost of living adjustment.

   Longevity Risk: People can live longer than their parents or grandparents. At least one member   
   of a 65-year-old couple may live 25 more years in retirement.2   Or even longer.    
   Annuity Answer: Payouts can last a lifetime no matter how long.

   Market Risk: Assuming a 4% withdrawal rate and a typical 60/40 stock/bond split in 30 years, 
   the risk of depleting retirement income assets may be 26%.3   Or even higher.  
   Annuity Answer: Payouts can be set up to never run out.

   Healthcare Risk: A healthy 65-year-old couple’s lifetime healthcare expenses can add up  
   to a half million dollars.4  Or even more.   
   Annuity Answer: Payouts can help cover medical costs.

CHALLENGE: Sequence of Returns can Make or Break a Retirement Plan   
How long might your client’s retirement income last? Sequence of returns can be a key factor in finding out. When a 
retiree starts withdrawals, portfolio performance can impact their income stream ... positively or negatively.  

  Early Positive Returns ... Money May Last 
  If your clients initiate their portfolio withdrawals in an up market, their saved retirement resources  
  may last as long as they expect.

  Early Negative Returns ... Money May Run Out Early 
  If your clients initiate their portfolio withdrawals in a down market, their saved retirement resource 
  may not last as long as they expected.

Of course, no one knows which way the market will go. But clients can guard against the negative effects of a 
downturn with the positive advantages of a steady stream of annuity income. Annuitization is totally unaffected  
by market results or interest rates. And guaranteed to last as long as the client chooses. 

CHALLENGE: Spending Retirement Assets is Hard for Some
Not everyone has difficulty making retirement assets last. Some retirees may have enough money saved but are 
reluctant to spend it. After decades of saving, a mindset change from accumulation to decumulation is challenging.    
A mental barrier may preclude them from feeling comfortable spending down their assets.  They may place more 
value on protecting their assets. Thus, instead of enjoying them, they hold on to them — “just in case.”    

REASONS RETIREES DIDN’T SPEND RETIREMENT ASSETS

Saving for unforeseen  
retirement expenses

Wanting to leave as much  
as possible to heirs

Afraid of running out  
of money in retirement

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute, Issue Brief. Why Do People Spend the Way They Do in Retirement? Jan. 14, 2021.

Historical Source: BlackRock Retirement Institute,  
Spending Retirement Assets or Not?  

Nov. 2017 (latest available)

Annuity Income Can Give Your Clients a “License to Spend” in Retirement
Annuity guarantees can help your clients who are unsure about drawing down their assets due to the reasons above.   
The steady stream of payouts assures them that they won’t run out of money.  So it can feel like a “license to spend.” 

1 Future Value Calculator, Calculator.net, 6/22/22  
2 Social Security Administration, When to Start Receiving Retirement Benefits, Jan. 2023 (www.ssa.gov/pubs/EN-05-10147.pdf) 
3 IncomeInputs.com, 1/15/23 
4 HealthView Services, Retirement Healthcare Costs Data Report, 3/15/22 (hvsfinancial.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/HVS-Data-Report-Brief-0312222.pdf)

37%

32%

27%

80%
OF RETIREE ASSETS 
WERE NOT SPENT 

IN RETIREMENT
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Charting Income Paths
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SPIA

DIA

Single Premium 
Immediate Annuity

 \ Set income payouts begin immediately

 \ No market effects on guaranteed payouts  

 \ Many payout choices from specific period to life

Deferred Income
Annuity

INCOME SOON
1 TO 5+ YEARS 

EXAMPLES: 

When
Clients 

Want  
Income

INCOME NOW 

Now ... Later ... Or Much Later
Often, it’s not “if” your clients want future income ... it’s “when.” This chart shows some time horizons when clients may 
want retirement income, what level of stability or growth they may seek, and some products designed to provide it.

NOTE: This represents just three potential product paths. There are others. Each annuity has its own benefits and  
limitations. Discuss all the details with your clients to make sure they’re on a path that best addresses their needs.

ANNUITY WITH 
LIVING BENEFIT

Example: 

Fixed Indexed Annuity 
w/Guaranteed Lifetime Withdrawal Benefit

 \ Pre-set payouts begin after 1 to 40 years

 \ Ability to delay RMDs and some taxes

 \ Many payout choices from specific period to life

INCOME LATER  
5+ YEARS 

 \ Income opportunity from a living benefit

 \ Accumulation until income is needed

 \ Benefit for one person or covered spouses

 \ Many payout choices from specific period to life
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10 Ways an Annuity May Pay

Lifetime Payouts

A sustained stream of income  
for one life or jointly for two lives.

1

3
Withdrawals 

Clients may access contract value any time.  
Beginning immediately, up to 10% of the 

contract value is available annually  
without a withdrawal charge.

6

8

SEPPs 

Substantially Equal Periodic Payments may be 
taken annually for at least five years to age 59½. 

They are not subject to 10% IRS penalty tax  
on early withdrawals.

RMDs

Required Minimum Distribution programs  
pay the amount traditional IRA owners  

and qualified plan participants must  
take from accounts yearly at a certain age.

7

9

Withdrawal Benefits & Riders

Riders can guarantee an income stream  
for one or two lives jointly. They can offer  

some upside exposure to, or downside  
protection from, market forces.

Commutation

A lump sum payout may be taken  
from an immediate annuity for  

unforeseen life events while reduced  
regular payouts continue.

5
Multigenerational Stretch Plans

Annuity beneficiary structure can be set to 
pass income payout plans on to designated 

surviving family members from spouses  
to children to grandchildren.

10
Death Benefit

Distributions upon death provide payouts  
and may extend tax-deferral benefits  

for a beneficiary’s life.

Payout Provisions Proliferate
Now that you understand why your clients may need retirement income, let’s review the many ways an annuity pays.

2

4

Period Certain Payouts

Payout options can be set for specific  
time frames, such a 10 or 20 years.   

Or for life with at least a certain  
number of years.

Increasing Payouts 

Increasing payout options can provide  
an amount that rises each year to  
help address inflation over time.

Know More
We offer sales support  

and client collateral  
on these payout  

possibilities.
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Cash Refund or Installment Refund can Help
Clients may choose to include a Cash Refund or Installment Refund to ensure all of their premium goes to a beneficiary.
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Turn Knowledge into Action
Think of the customers you’ve interacted with recently. Based on their transactions, questions or casual conversation, 
write down the names of five customers and how they might benefit from a visit about retirement income. Keep a 
similar list at your desk each day so that you can capture the information while it’s fresh in your mind.

Finding Facts

Income Fact Finders Identify Income Gaps
A simple way to determine the need for a retirement income solution is with a specialized fact finder. One that takes into 
account a client’s expected retirement expenses and expected retirement resources to cover them. This can uncover a 
gap that can serve as the basis for the introduction of an annuity income solution. Below are some to consider.

Name Income Cue Date Response/Action Taken Meeting Set 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Ensure Income Outcomes 
Income planning is a vital part of your business and an extension of your commitment to helping clients secure their 
financial future. We look forward to helping you ensure income outcomes.
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Online Calculator Sizes Up Prospects for Retirement Income Success ... or Failure 
Our Income Success Calculator is a digital tool that can dramatically underscore whether a client’s income plans are 
likely to succeed or fail. It uses client inputs and “Monte Carlo” investment simulation to create a realistic output 
related to the likelihood of success or failure a client may experience in making retirement income last.  

 \ Full Income Review Booklet

 \ 1-Page Income & Expense Sheet

 \ Retirement Income Calculator: IncomeInputs.com

 \ 3-Question Quick Income Overview

Finding Prospects

Be an Income Genius.
 Get more knowledge at 
  WSFinancialPartners.com.
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Integrity Life Insurance Company, Cincinnati, OH, operates in DC and all states except NY, where National Integrity Life Insurance Company, Greenwich, NY, operates. Western-Southern Life Assurance Company, Cincinnati, OH, operates 
in DC and all states, except AK, ME, NH, NY and RI. W&S Financial Group Distributors, Inc. (doing business as W&S Financial Insurance Services in CA) is an affiliated life insurance agency of the issuer. Issuer has sole financial responsibility 
for its products. All are members of Western & Southern Financial Group. Payment of benefits under the annuity contract is the obligation of, and is guaranteed by, the insurance company issuing the annuity. Guarantees are based on the 
claims-paying ability of the insurer. Product and feature availability, as well as benefit provisions, vary by state.

Western & Southern Financial Group member companies and their agents do not provide tax or legal advice. Please advise your customer to contact their tax or legal advisor regarding their situation. The information provided is for 
educational purposes only. 

No bank guarantee • Not a deposit • May lose value • Not FDIC/NCUA insured • Not insured by any federal government agency

© 2023 Western & Southern Financial Group. All rights reserved.
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More  Resources 

Be an Income Genius ... Contact your rep for more illuminating income information.

Final Thought: Income + Strength = Confidence
If your clients are planning on retirement income, they probably plan to have it for a long time. So it’s important to 
partner with a company that has a history of long-term strength.  To protect their assets.  And your reputation.  

Western & Southern Financial Group has a heritage dating to 1888 and a history of outstanding ratings for financial strength 
and operating performance from independent agencies, which you can check at WSFinancialPartners.com/ratings. 

Let our strengths be your strength when it comes to your clients’ retirement income confidence.

WEBSITE

Find Consumer Sales Tools: 
Search “Retirement 
Income Matters” on 

WSFinancialPartners.com

VIDEOS

Find Income Videos: 
RetirementTalks.com

CALCULATOR

Find Income Calculator: 
IncomeInputs.com


